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From the issues list view, a right click on an issue let me change the tracker type of this issue, whereas when editing this issue I have
no choice to change this Tracker type.

the latter behavior is conform to the field permissions I set up. I don't want people being able to change the type of tracker, it's a very
big risk of loosing data.

History
#1 - 2014-03-17 02:17 - Maxime Vez
Could you confirm this as a bug, or ask me more details, or explain why it's not be a bug ? thank you.

#2 - 2014-03-31 06:44 - Maxime Vez
I made multiple test with different configurations, and all of them have this problem. On list view we can affect whatever new tracker to the issue, which
is not possible on the per issue view.
Even if my user don't have the right to delete issues, simply by changing their tracker result in a data lost. This is a serious bug imo.

#3 - 2014-04-07 12:01 - Toshi MARUYAMA
- Category set to Issues
#4 - 2014-05-26 07:59 - Maxime Vez
So actually one can select a new tracker from the list view using the right click, but in fact even though it will dsplay a message of successthe tracker is
actually not really changed. And so no risk of data loss. So It's rather a "display bug" than a serious bug. The not-allowed tracker type should just not
be displayed by a right click to avoid confusion.
Sorry for the description, at the time I just looked at the "successfully updated" message, and thought the operation was indeed successfull (wheras it
was not, so not data loss, so no big deal). Still there is a bug.
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